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Deteriora and the Agents of Destruction

**Chapter Four**

With the danger of ultra violet extinguished, I. M. Hero and the Great Compiler set about straightening the collection storage...

But it seems she was not alone.

Frass, or insect debris, is an unmistakable sign of pest infestation.

While engaged in battle, it seems our heroes were unaware of another interloper in the collection...

Oh no! Another agent of destruction has been at work!

What's that?

Oh, frass!
Right away hero puts the primary source in the freezer.

While our heroes were distracted with ultra violet, deteriora took the opportunity to send mass-o-frass scuttling into storage.

So our hero contacts the conservator for assistance.

Conservator - help! We've found evidence of insects in the collection!

The insidious... Mass-o-frass!!

What?!

This is serious.

Ok, here's what you need to do.

Set traps to catch the bugs...

And freeze your collection objects to destroy any eggs and larvae!

Right away hero puts the primary source in the freezer.
AND THEY HUNT DOWN MASS-O-FRASS!

AND SWAT MASS-O-FRASS INTO THE PEST TRAP WHERE SHE BELONGS!

THERE SHE IS. GET HER!!

WHAT YET MIGHT THE FORCES OF EVIL HAVE IN STORE FOR HERO AND THE INTREPID MUSEUM STAFF? AND WHO WILL WE MEET IN THE NEXT CHAPTER?

TUNE IN NEXT TIME FOR THE ANSWERS...

EQUIPPED WITH A FLYSWATTER AND BLUNDERTRAPS, THEY QUICKLY CORRAL HER...

WELL THIS IS A STICKY SITUATION...